Job Description
Non-Graduate Trainee Health & Safety Consultants (Nationwide – Based Regionally)
We are a leading Health and Safety consultancy providing bespoke solutions to our select and valued
clients across the rural sector and are excited to be expanding out consultancy team. We are seeking
conscientious, adaptable and highly motivated individuals to join our team as Trainee Health & Safety
consultants.
As a trainee consultant you’ll shadow a qualified consultant visiting clients and working with them to
design and develop their personalised H&S package, and work with our office team to gain a sound
foundation. As you progress, you’ll start to undertake client-facing work supported by your mentor. In
your final year, you’ll have your own portfolio of clients, cementing your learning and building
relationships to take your career even further.
The successful applicant will be based regionally, travelling nationwide to support our clients as part of
a larger consultancy team whilst reporting to our office in Witney, Oxfordshire.
All training will be delivered through a structured development programme whilst you learn practical
skills out in the field shadowing consultants and learning the day to day ropes of risk management in a
wide range of agricultural environments and rural settings.
The ideal candidate will be adaptable and pragmatic with a keen interest in helping people operate
safely and influencing positive behaviours. Trainees will be fully supported by experienced mentors and
colleagues, immersed in an exciting and varied job role and will spend their working time in an
environment they love.
Candidates can expect an excellent trainee package starting at £19,000. Benefits include company car,
healthcare, pension and bonus schemes. Trainees will receive support and funding for industry
recognised NEBOSH accredited qualifications relevant to their role.
The ability to work to a planned schedule and commitment to effecting change is essential. You must be
numerate and a great communicator, verbally and in writing. You’ll be flexible, you’ll enjoy driving and
you’ll be prepared for some early starts and long days.
If you want to build a rewarding career influencing culture and improving wellbeing in some of the
country’s leading farms and rural estates, great career prospects await you.
Full UK driving licence is required.

To apply in confidence please submit a CV with cover letter to Sophie Walker at
s.walker@safetyrevolution.co.uk. Please use your cover letter to answer one of the following questions.
Answers should be a maximum of 500 words.
1.

Describe a project or change you have initiated, how you did it and what the outcome was.

2.

Describe how you have helped support or improve the wellbeing of a friend or colleague.

3.

Describe an initially negative experience that ended with a positive outcome.

